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The Gbp Week - Bears eye 1.2500 in yet another critical week
By Tony Nyman, Head of FX Fundamentals
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The Gbp Week – cont’d
THE GBP WEEK - BIAS IS BEARISH
Expected Gbp/Usd trading range is 1.2600-1.3000.
We were greeted at the European Open by the Times
report that 'Brexit: Geoffrey Cox leads Tory rebellion over
internal market bill', Johnson risks unconscionable harm
by ripping up treaty, says former attorney-general. Justice
Sec Buckland warned he could quit, while Labour said it
would vote against the plan and a number of ex-PMs
advised against proceeding. However, the Telegraph
reports London is drafting proposals to quit major parts of
EU human rights law, another potential conflict, and
Bloomberg notes UK and EU officials also sparred on
Twitter over North Irish food imports.
The BREXIT weight is set to continue. The EU has warned
the UK it could face legal action if it does not ditch
controversial elements of the Internal Market Bill by the
end of the month, while govt officials argue they're not
acting outside of the rule of law. Either way, it's a mess
and the Pound is unlikely to find a base in this backdrop.
The Bill returns to the Commons today and even in a jampacked week is this the likely key event? Perhaps. From
their perspective, ING believe the Bill will eventually pass.
Elsewhere, a trio of top tier UK releases:
• Tue - The labour market report, with 3m employment
change seen at -110k vs -220k last. The unemployment
rate hasn't been a realistic reflection of labour market
woes due to furlough schemes and falling participation
rates.
Back to Index Page

• Wed - CPI is not a high priority right now, but seen at
0.0% y/y in Aug vs 1.0% last.
• Fri - Retail sales should maintain expansion in Aug, but
at a slower rate than previous months. Seen at 0.7%
m/m and 2.7% y/y. Bbg monthly poll extremes are 1.0% and 1.5%.
It is also the BOE Thursday. No presser (just a decision,
statement and minutes). No policy change is expected.
The focus is on hints for more easing, any mention of
other policy tools and the degree of concern for the
expected upcoming job losses. See bottom middle of the
Dashboard, implied probability of a BOE rate cut by Dec is
up, albeit marginally at 21%. By end-Q1 2021, that score
rises to 48% and 59% by end H1.

deal" exit. Based on those estimates, the market is
currently pricing a 40-45% chance of the "no deal"
outcome.
Techs note
• Bears now approaching the 200-DMA (approx
1.2735)/61.8% of Jun/Sep's 1.2252-1.3482 rally at
1.2722
• Below risks extension to 1.2670/44
• With RSI readings near oversold levels, potential for a
bounce is growing, but bulls need to reclaim last Thur's
1.3035 high to stabilise

RISK:
• Now, see top right of the Dashboard. After 10 straight
weeks of OUTFLOWS, ia data from our partners at
EPFR, we can see that UK focused equity (ETFs, mutual
funds) posted INFLOWS of +Usd 116mln up to Sep 9.
Quite a surprise! For 2020, net outflows stand at -Usd
3370.3mln and since the Brexit referendum result we
have seen -Usd 26383.4mln (Jun 29 2016). Given 'bad'
latest BREXIT developments we would expect a quick
return to trend this week amid concerns over the UK's
loss of reputation, standing.
• The press reports Chancellor Sunak is contemplating
delaying the Budget until the New Year because of
uncertainty around a possible second wave of COVID.
• GOLDMAN SACHS reportedly note for some time they
have used EUR/GBP targets of 0.87 for their base case
Brexit"deal" scenario and 1.00 for a disorderly "no
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Viewpoint: Creative Destruction & the Pandemic
By Marcus Dewsnap, Head of Fixed Income Strategy
• BoE Chief Economist raises issue of economic restructuring
• Large relative price changes blur line between zombies/solvency
• Potential mass unemployment scarring needs retraining conversation
Recent comments from the BoE Chief Economist, Andy Haldane, caused some stir. In
particular the part where he warned against extending the UK government's job retention
(furlough) scheme that certain sectors of the economy are calling for (he was more upbeat on
the recovery than some of his colleagues by the way).
At the heart of this is the restructuring of the economy. It is economically inefficient to keep
those companies going that will not survive i.e. insolvent/zombification as they suck in
resources that can be more efficiently applied elsewhere. Similar arguments have been
banded around in Germany after the extension of the Kurzarbeit scheme (to 2022).
Some will relate this to creative destruction, but as Unicredit's Erik Nielson had noted prior to
Haldane’s speech, given the huge relative price/value moves induced by what is currently a
temporary economic shock, who can identify the zombies and the right companies to let go to
the wall? How is the line drawn and who has the pencil?

deep scarring that was left from de-industrialisation. Much of this became psychological. It
took at least a generation to get over (and some communities still haven't).

As ADMISI's Marc Ostwald points out, what is required is a much wider discussion regarding
retraining and upskilling to adapt to the rapidly changing economic environment.
In this regard, Haldane highlighted the limits of monetary policy by noting it is part of the
BoE's role to make the process of adaption 'as seamless and painless as possible’, suggesting
that businesses where demand has not returned try to avoid mass unemployment by reducing
hours and limiting pay rises (won't this happen naturally?). This is clearly out of the Bank's
hands.

Only job supportive schemes from the fiscal side can promote this. However, the Bank (&
other central banks) can via expansionary policy provide the best possible conditions for
demand to return (low rates, economic liquidity) and underpin government spending plans by
preventing disorderly conditions in financial markets. Much, indeed, of which it has done or is
currently doing.

Creative destruction is all well and good in 'normal times', but we are far from normal and the
level of uncertainty is exceptionally elevated.
What, we note, is often missed about the Kurzarbeit, is that skills are retained rather than lost,
which will support the economy through the rebound. Although we know economic
restructuring is taking place (bringing forward the digital revolution for instance), given the
large relative price changes/uncertainty, it is surely too early to throw large amounts of firms
onto the scrap heap when we don't really know the extent of the structural demand change. It
is a tricky balance.
Haldane's comments also raise the issue as to what to do about the toll (currently potential)
mass unemployment brings. Those who remember the 70s and early 80s will testify to the
Back to Index Page
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European Credit: Italy spearheads buys week for SSA supply
By Gergo Sram, Credit analyst
SSA euro supply accelerated to EUR23.55bn during the week ending 11 September, headlined
by a trio of Sovereign issuers and inaugural ESG transactions.

The Republic of Korea issued its first euro denominated bond since 2014, pricing a EUR700m
Sep-2025 deal. Investors were keen to take a slice of the rare paper on offer as pricing was
ramped in 25bp and final books were communicated at EUR5.5bn. Alongside the EUR tranche,
Korea priced a USD625m 1% Sep-2030 SEC Registered Note.
Elsewhere, the United Kingdom tested investor appetite for its gilts by offering a GBP8bn
0.625% Jul-2035 line. This transaction did not disappoint either as it exceeded GBP76bn worth
of orders. In terms of book size, the deal is only behind the GBP12bn 0.375% Oct-2030 line
issued in May, which had final books confirmed at GBP82bn.

Sovereigns in Demand
The highlight of the week came courtesy of Republic of Italy's EUR10bn 1.8% Mar-2041 deal,
amassing a final orderbook of EUR84bn (incl. EUR7bn JLM) and pricing 7bp above the Mar2040 BTP. The trade received the third highest book for a single tranche euro sovereign
transaction in 2020, as huge order books seem to have become a common phenomenon under
monetary policy purchasing programmes. The list is led by Italy's EUR14bn 1.65% Dec-2030
deal, which received a total order of EUR108bn in June (See Graph Below).

continued page 7
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European Credit: cont’d
Plenty of ESG supply on offer
Sovereign Issuers are continuing to ramp up their ESG/SRI involvement by issuing Social
and Sustainability Bonds with a increasing number of names appearing for debut trades.
This week's transactions received large orders, which included one inaugural
Sustainability and one inaugural Social Bond.
On Monday, The Grand Duchy of Luxembourg priced its inaugural Sustainable Bond
(EUR1.5bn Sep-2032) with final books closing over EUR12.5bn, equivalent to a cover ratio
of 8.3 times. Luxembourg became the first European country to launch a Sustainability
Bond Framework, with revenues obtained through these bonds being invested in various
Green and Social projects.
Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations's EUR500m 5yr Sustainability Bond was six times
covered (final book EUR3bn). This was the French issuer's first euro transaction of this
year and their third ESG bond, having issued a Sustainable and Green bond in 2019
(EUR500m 0% Jun-2024) and 2017 (EUR500m 0.2% Mar-2022) respectively.
Caisse d'Amortissement de la Dette Sociale joined the ESG rush on Wednesday,
mandating banks for an inaugural EUR denominated 10-year Social bond benchmark due
25th November 2030. Final books were confirmed at EUR15.7bn, allowing the French
agency to set the size at EUR5bn, making it the joint highest EUR outstanding issue having
previously issued a EUR5bn bond back in 2014 (1.375% Nov-2024).
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development also ventured into the
Sustainability Market, pricing a EUR1.5bn Sep-2035 on Thursday. Demand was tepid in
comparison to the other ESG deals, receiving EUR2.1bn orders. This was IBRD's third euro
denominated Sustainability transaction of 2020 and extended the issuer's Sustainability
curve after printing shorter maturities in April (EUR3bn 0.01% Apr-2028) and February
(EUR2.5bn 0% Feb-2030).

Five German states price deals, Finnvera secures economic funding
German State Issuers were once again active, supplying a total of EUR3.1bn courtesy of
deals from Land NRW (EUR1.25bn 0% Jan-2029), Free State of Bavaria (EUR100m 0.01%
Jan-2026), Rhineland-Palatinate (EUR750m 3mE+150 Sep-2022 FRN), Free Hanseatic City
of Bremen (EUR500m 0.15% Sep-2040) and Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg
(EUR500m 0.3% Sep-2050). Order book information was available for EUR1.75bn worth
of that supply, receiving combined demand of EUR2.39bn (1.36x cover ratio). The other
deals (where no books were communicated) priced in line with initial guidance.
Nordic SSA euro issuance slowed, but kept ticking over courtesy of Finnvera. The Finnish
Agency was successful in securing economic funding for its EUR1bn 0% Sep-2027 deal,
pricing around flat to its existing curve and receiving orders of EUR2.7bn.
BNG Bank made an appearance amidst the hectic week with a small trade, increasing its
outstanding 0.125% Jul-2035 line by EUR250m.
Dollar Market sees variety of issuers
The dollar market has seen a quintuple of deals in a shortened week, led by EIB's EUR4bn
0.375% Global Dec-2025s with final books exceeding USD10bn, whilst IADB launched a
USD1.5bn 0.625% Sep-2027 Global (books USD1.65bn+). On Thursday, JBIC marketed a
USD1.5bn 0.625% Sep-2023 Global line and OKB priced a USD1.5bn 0.375% Sep-2025
Global trade that drew USD2.8bn worth of orders. The week will be rounded off by IBRD,
currently finalizing a SOFR Linked Sustainability Bond at the time of writing (IOIs at
USD1.25bn+) following its successful EUR placement.
Looking Ahead
The book size for Italy's latest trade shows there is still plenty of demand to be mopped
up by issuers, therefore we are likely to see more sovereign names take the opportunity
in the near future to issue at favorable rates. Despite the recent trend of waning investor
bids, German states will be active once again next week according to a banker.
.
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US IG Weekly Wrap: Fifth Busiest Week of the Year
By Ken Jacques, Senior credit analyst
It's the peak of hurricane season and the IG issuance market just wrapped up a hurricane of a
week ourselves – as we've done every year for the past four ($47.59bln of that in ex-SSA
issuance in 2017, $55.85bln in 2018 and $75.371bln last year) – with 47 borrowers providing
$68.703bln of new supply this week.
That topped all weekly estimates, including the highest one of $61bln. This marks seventh
week in a row where the Street underestimated the seemingly unstoppable tsunami that is
corporate issuance. As a matter of fact this week's $68.703bln, makes it the fifth busiest exSSA issuance week of the year and the sixth busiest of all time. Surprisingly though, none of
the four days made either top ten daily list.
Even before we polled our clients, we were under the impression that this week could result
in another tumultuous week of issuance. Maybe not as intense as last year, but tenacious
enough to keep syndicate desks on their toes. Keep in mind, the tallies racked up this week
came in virtually just three trading sessions.
Why did we think this week could be a busy one? Well, (1) 10yr Treasury yields (0.69%)
appear to be on an upward trajectory – as we get closer to fully reopening the economy, and
closer to what promises to be a rather contentious presidential election; (2) corporate
spreads (+137), appear to be stable, in spite of the deluge of issuance this year
($1.491.908bln); (3) there are still a number of potential borrowers who have scheduled or
recently wrapped up investor calls and roadshows- though we've plowed through the
majority of them. You can cross another one off the list with the pricing of an $8bln 6-pt
offering from Nissan Motor, yesterday's highlight deal that attracted $25bln in interest.

might not have seen $75.371bln price this week, though we did come close ($68.703bln), nor
do we expect next week to be a repeat of this week's performance, will we at least see a
repeat of last year's follow up week?
Well, according to the results of our impromptu weekly issuance poll, the answer is a
resounding “YES.” A number of respondents to our poll believe we could see as much as
$50bln (the highest estimate was actually $51bln), while some thought as little as $35bln was
in the cards for next week. As it turned out, the average ex-SSA issuance estimate for next
week came in at $42.1bln, in the vicinity of last September's follow up week.
Just to refresh your memory, over the past decade, the month of September has consistently
ranked as the busiest issuance month of the year producing, on average, $122bln, with as
much as $160.576bln (2019) coming to market, and as little as $52.506bln (2011) pricing
during the month.
Some seemed to think the upcoming election might stunt issuance this month. However, a
look back at issuance volume in the month of September in an election year shows us that,
prior to the last two elections, the month of September produced the second largest amount
of monthly issuance for those years - $109.251bln/2012 and $147.284bln/2016. So, that
shouldn't be a concern.

The first full week of September 2019 produced 52 ex-SSA deals, raising $75.371bln in the
process. That was followed by a week that saw another 42 deals cross the tape yielding
$43.350bln in additional issuance, on its way to a monthly total of $160.576bln. While we
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Hungarian Forint at a crossroad after recent depreciation
By Christopher Shiells, Managing EM Analyst

continued page 10
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Hungarian Forint - cont’d
Forint leads CE3 losses over last four weeks
Over the past 4-weeks s the HUF has been the second worst performing EM currency vs
the USD, sliding over 3.6%, and EUR, down ca 3.75%. The PLN and CZK also lost over 1.0%
vs the USD and vs the EUR. This pushed Eur/Huf back above 360, the strongest since
March, whilst Eur/Pln tested 4.4700, but crucially stayed below the 4.5000 marker which
has capped gains since the end of May, and Eur/Czk has stuck to 26.500, again below levels
seen in June even (see chart below)
Back in our viewpoint of early July, we highlighted the CZK as a regional outperformer, and
with that the PLN as the most likely to underperform, and whilst the former has proved
correct with the CZK leading EM gains vs the EUR since then, the PLN has also performed
well and it is the HUF that has struggled.
This is because Poland's H1 GDP performance was better than most and there has been a
fast recovery since the economy bottomed in April. This has led to revised FY20 GDP
growth forecasts to ca -3.2% from ca -4.0%. This has helped stabilise the monetary policy
outlook, amid a stronger than expected economic recovery, which should prevent the PLN
from depreciating beyond 4.50/Eur.
Thus the focus is now on the HUF, which as mentioned has been testing lows since April.
This after Hungarian Q2 GDP saw the steepest contraction amongst its peers of -13.6% y/y,
and CPI began to accelerate sharply in July, reducing the real rate on the HUF so that it is
now the most negative it has been since January (see dashboard below).ahead of elections.

Some have drawn parallels with Turkey and Poland, who are seen as inclined toward looser
policy, while investors are nervous over inflation. However, it would seem that perhaps the
Polish central bank may not need to pursue further unconventional policy easing, as
mentioned above.
On the other hand the NBH has been deepening its unconventional policy response,
announcing in August that it will increase the amount of weekly govt securities purchased
under its QE programme amid a worsening economic outlook this year and a widening
budget deficit that is set to reach 7%-9% of GDP this year (per the Fin Ministry).
The focus now is on bond purchases of maturities over 10-years and the CB has duly
increased its weekly QE purchases to HUF40bn at the last two auctions (see dashboard).
There is plenty of room for maneuver on QE as so far the CB has bought HUF239bn since
May vs the HUF 1tn cap on the scheme.

However, there are now signs that that the NBH is reconsidering its stance. It this week
introduced a new FX swap facility to reduce distortions in the money market. Whilst this is
aimed at quarter-end distortions that pushed short term borrowing costs below zero in
June, the FX swaps may also help bring HUF stability and may put a limit to further
depreciation, but a lot will depend on when and to what extent banks use the new facility.

continued page 11
What the weaker HUF means for monetary policy?
The HUF's slump since Aug has been complicating the work of the new monetary policy
chief Virag, who is trying to pull the economy out of the above mentioned slump even with
inflation above-target and accelerating inflation, (hit 3.9% y/y in August).
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Hungarian Forint - cont’d
Eur/Huf Outlook - at the crossroads
The NBH FX liquidity swap move this week suggests that the NBH is willing to tighten
front-end liquidity conditions in response to HUF depreciation. However, the NBH has also
made it clear a benchmark rate hike is not on the agenda in the medium term, and if
inflation stays above target on supply shock, then this will push the HUF towards those
April lows.
Much will depend on the take up of the new FX liquidity swaps and the NBH's new
economic forecasts that will be due at the September meeting.
As it stands the HUF's recent under performance should fade as most of the bad news is
priced in and if the NBH is correct than inflation is at its peak and should begin to slow
again towards the 3% target by year-end. However, there is also very little scope for the
HUF to appreciate, as the real rate is now the most negative within the region.
Thus Eur/Huf to trade in a narrow range above, 350, but with risks for an upside spike,
which our charts below suggest could see 369.54 hit.
• Rallied strongly from the five-month base over 343.07/343.65 (10 June/31 July lows) to
reach 361.69 (4 September, five-month high), before minor corrective easing
• Constructive multi-timeframe studies and moving averages suggest an uptrend
extension targeting 369.54 (1 April record high, near 1.236 projection of 227.61/317.23
rally from 260.72 at 371.49)
• Only under 353.36 (31 August low, near 50DMA) would delay bulls and expose 347.22
(19 August low, near an eight-month rising trendline and the 200DMA)
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China Insight: Bond yields see upside risk as deleveraging in play
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
Interbank liquidity tightening during August coincided significantly with the policymakers'
introduction of a set of new regulatory measures targeted for property developers. PBOC and
the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (MOHURD) in mid-August had a
meeting with major property developers in Beijing on the new rules set to monitor property
developers' funding and financing outlook.
The new rules include: (1) debt-to-asset ratio must not exceed 70% after contract liabilities;
(2) net gearing must not exceed 100%; and (3) Cash-to-short-term debt ratio has to be not
less than 1. Developers who fail to meet these requirements are required to submit an action
plan by the end of Sep on how to reduce their debt levels within a year and meet all the
above three requirements within 3 years.
A significant fall in structured deposits and ordinary deposits since the beginning of the year
(chart 1) suggests a lot of money has been poured into the real estate market again. That's
reflected in the rapid rise in real estate FAI year-to-date (chart 2).
Against this backdrop, policymakers have found it necessary to curb the pace of property
developers' re-leveraging before it's too late.

With economic growth having already stabilized since the COVID-19 pandemic became fully
under control, this round of tightening may last till the end of the year. Now the policy dial is
gradually shifting from accommodative in 1H20 to neutral in 2H20.
We do not believe policy makers would like to dial towards significant tightening. However,
given the top leaders' bias in favour of financial risk control, we don't think the policymakers
are ready to fall back towards easing anytime soon either.
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China Insight: cont’d

Recall, in the 21 August issue of this publication we said "with PBOC turning increasingly
reluctant to ease monetary policy further, we doubt the bond market will re-enter bull trend
anytime soon. Instead, we anticipate CGB 10-year yield will be heading upward to retest
3.10% level". After that, 10-year CGB yields kept rising and finally set a year-high of 3.17% on
7 Sep. Despite the downward pullback of the yield in recent days, we still stick with our
cautiously bearish view on the bonds. We won't be surprised if the 10-year CGB yield finally
reaches 3.25% or higher in Q4 if the prevailing mini-deleveraging cycle continues (chart 3).
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Know The Flows: Swing to emerging markets continues
in early September
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Summer in the Northern Hemisphere is winding down, with the official transition to autumn
taking place in less than two weeks. But flows to Emerging Markets Equity and Bond Funds, which
endured a chilly spring and early summer, continued to heat up. A week after they posted their
biggest inflow since 1Q19, EPFR-tracked Emerging Markets Bond Funds took in another $1.8
billion during the week ending Sept. 9 as they extended their current inflow streak to 10 weeks
and $13.5 billion while Emerging Markets Equity Funds posted their fourth largest inflow year-todate.flows into Korea Equity Funds hit their highest level since late March. Bank Loan Bond Funds
posted their 27th outflow in the past 31 weeks, Inflation Protected Bond Funds extended their
longest inflow streak since an 18-week run ended in late 1Q18 and Mortgage Backed Bond Funds
took in fresh money for the 11th straight week.

week, Inflation Protected Bond Funds added to their longest inflow streak since an 18-week run
ended in late 1Q18 and Bank Loan Funds posted their 29th outflow in the 36 weeks YTD.

The count-down to the US presidential election in November, a significant selloff among
technology stocks, Japan’s leadership change and fears of a ‘second wave’ of COVID-19 infections
in Europe requiring new lockdowns kept the lid on flows to most developed markets fund groups
in early September. Japan Equity Funds extended their longest inflow streak since 4Q19, flows
into US Bond Funds slipped to a nine-week low and US Equity Funds chalked up their 10th outflow
in the past 12 weeks.
Overall, the first full week of September saw EPFR-tracked Bond Funds pull in another $12.7
billion and Equity Funds absorb $3.4 billion while $576 million flowed out of Alternative Funds,
$2.1 billion from Balanced Funds and $23.6 billion from Money Market Funds. Funds with socially
responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates accounted for over
three-quarters of the headline number for all Equity Funds.
At the asset class and single country fund levels, redemptions from Germany and Denmark Bond
Funds hit 14 and 24-week highs respectively while Denmark Equity Funds posted inflows for the
24th time in the past 25 weeks. Municipal Bond Funds absorbed fresh money for the 18th straight
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US 10YR BREAKEVEN – 1.818/1.887 Eyed While Over 1.598
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended this year’s recovery to threaten 1.818 (3 January year-to-date high), before easing
below a 5½ month rising trendline at 1.704

•

Studies have deteriorated, but while dips hold 1.598 (20 August low), watch for the broader
recovery to resume

•

Decisively above 1.818 signals new 15½ month highs to 1.887 (10 May 2019 high) then
1.984 (25 April 2019 lower high)

•

Only below 1.598 would caution and risk 1.498 (27 July low, near 23.6% retracement of
0.472/1.816 rally), perhaps 1.349 (10 July low)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy dips towards 1.598 as we await a rally resumption through 1.818 targeting 1.887/1.984. Place
a protective stop beneath 1.498.
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USD Index – Bounce Viewed As Corrective
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• July’s sharp break lower completed a broad multi-month/year top

• Former reaction lows at 94.650 and 95.716 now act as strong resistance

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell rallies toward 94.650 for a renewed down-turn, targeting 88.942. Above 95.716 stabilises
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FRONT MONTH BRENT – Deeper Setback Before Bulls Resume
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

•

Rallied from 15.98 (22 April low) to 46.53 (31 August, six-month high/near the 200DMA),
before retreating to 39.31 (8 September low)

•

Easing studies suggest further near-term corrective dips to 37.01/33.54 (12 June/22 May
2020 lows), before bulls resume the wider recovery

•

An eventual return above 46.53 would then open 50.45 (61.8% retracement of 71.75/15.98
fall), perhaps 53.90 (3 March high)

•

Only under 33.54 would concern and threaten a more significant decline to 31.25 (50%
retracement of the 15.98/46.53 recovery)

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy into near-term corrective dips as we await an eventual resumption of the broader recovery
re-targeting 46.53. Place a protective stop under 33.54.
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
To find out more:
 financialintelligence.informa.com
 sales.financial@informa.com
This material is provided by Financial Intelligence for the use of the recipient only and is not to be copied or distributed to
any other person. No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given and no responsibility is accepted
by Financial Intelligence or any of its affiliates or by any of their respective partners, officers, employees, advisers or agents
for the completeness or accuracy of any information contained in, or of any omissions from, this material or any
supplementary information and any liability in respect of such information or omissions is hereby expressly disclaimed. This
material is not a comprehensive evaluation of the industry, the companies or the securities mentioned, and does not
constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell securities. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice.
© Informa Business Intelligence, Inc (2020). All rights reserved.
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